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Motivation

Dataset curation (essential genes under aerobic conditions for S. Cerevisiae)

• Context-specific constraint-based modelling techniques are useful to reconstruct the metabolic network for a particular tissue/condition and make predictions.
• Current methods generate only one network per condition using gene expression, although there is usually no single network that better fits the data.
• We hypothesize that using an ensemble of alternative optimal networks could improve on average the predictions made by a single network. 
• To test this hypothesis, we curated a dataset of essential aerobic genes that are directly implicated in the metabolism of the Saccharomyces Cerevisiae.
• Then, we reconstructed thousands of metabolic networks using a modification of iMAT1 to enumerate alternative solutions based on two MIP cut methods.
• Results using different ensemble approaches to combine the predictions show that ensembles can be used to improve the classification error for essential genes.

Reconstruction & enumeration of metabolic networks

Reconstruction of the yeast aerobic metabolic sub-network
and enumeration of alternative optimal sub-networks

Evaluation & conclusions
• We used three different schemes to combine the predictions of the ensembles: or (essential if any metabolic network predicts essential), and (essential if all 

networks predict essential), and union (essential if the single network generated from the union of the alternative networks predicts essential).
• We observed that the “or ensemble” strategy increases the True Positive Rate without increasing too much the False Positive Rate.
• Around 50 essential genes could only be detected using the “or-ensemble” of networks, from which YNL256W (FOL1) was the most common detected essential 

gene and YFR030W (MET10), YOL064C (MET22), YDR007W (TRP1) among others (see chart below on the right side) are among the least detected genes.
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Models in ROC space. Each point corresponds to the FPR/TPR achieved 
by each model (single network or ensemble), using 12 different 

combinations of parameters (gene thresholds) to build the models. 

True essential genes only detected in “or” ensembles and proportion of networks 
that detected them within the ensemble.

Two different methods used 
for enumerating optimal 
solutions (alternative 
metabolic networks)


